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Value of Children and the social production of welfare 

Bernhard Nauck1 

Abstract 

BACKGROUND 
The paper describes the origins of the Value of Children (VOC) approach to the 
cross-cultural research on fertility behavior around the Pacific Rim, and critically 
discusses its shortcomings at this stage. 

 

OBJECTIVE 
The paper then demonstrates how the approach derives its theoretical coherence from the 
theory of social production functions, making reference to empirical evidence. 

 

RESULTS 
The VOC approach combines a multi-level and action-oriented theoretical model of 
generative behavior based on the principles of methodological individualism with the 
welfare maximizing assumptions derived from social production function theory, to 
create a comprehensive explanatory program. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
The VOC approach extends economic theories of fertility: Whereas traditional economic 
theories emphasize the costs of children, the VOC approach also encompasses  the 
supply side of children, i.e., the benefits children bring to their (potential) parents under 
variable social and economic conditions. 

 

COMMENTS 
The paper outlines future extensions of the VOC approach. The question here is if and to 
what extent the production of social welfare through parenthood is substitutable by other 
production modes, and whether children as intermediate goods compete or are 
complemented by welfare production in other life domains. 
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The Value of Children (VOC) approach combines a multi-level and action-oriented 
theoretical model of generative behavior based on the principles of methodological 
individualism (Coleman 1990) with the welfare maximizing assumptions derived from 
social production function theory to create a comprehensive explanatory program. The 
VOC approach nicely complements economic theories of fertility in the tradition of 
Becker (1960). Whereas traditional economic theories emphasize the costs of children, 
the VOC approach encompasses also the supply side of children, i.e., the benefits 
children bring for their (potential) parents under variable social and economic conditions. 
Thus, the VOC approach offers a coherent and methodologically complete explanation of 
generative behavior. 

 
 

1. The origins 

The concept “Value of Children” (VOC) originates in the work of a task force headed by 
Fawcett (1972, 1973). The main theoretical perspective was developed by task force 
members Hoffman and Hoffman (1973) in preparation for a larger international research 
program, designed to find explanations for high fertility rates in many “developing” 
countries in the context of fertility decline in affluent “western” societies. Both high 
fertility rates and the related scenarios of overpopulation in some parts of the world, 
coupled with the prospect of fertility rates dropping below replacement level in other 
parts of the world (conjuring colorful scenarios of aging and “dying” societies) became 
hot issues and urgent research topics during that decade. The VOC approach was 
intended to be a powerful explanatory alternative to the then-dominant economic theories 
of fertility (Becker 1960, 1976; Easterlin 1968) and to macro-level descriptions of 
country-specific time series of fertility rates then common in conventional demography. 
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Figure 1: The original VOC-Model (simplified) 

 
 
Source: Arnold et al. (1975: 8); Kagitcibasi (1982a: 6) 

 
The VOC approach provided the first systematic explanation for variations in 

fertility decision-making that explicitly took cultural factors into account. To date it is 
still the only approach to do so. The starting point of the VOC theoretical model is 
identical to that of economic approaches to fertility: “objective” economic and 
socio-structural factors such as economic development, labor market opportunities, and 
level of education. However, these factors are tied to an implicit decision making model, 
and the “value of children” is taken as the central mediator variable at the individual 
level. The value of children is itself subject to variation due to changes in society and 
culture. Thus, VOC is an important “missing link” between social and cultural 
conditions, on the one hand, and individual decision making regarding fertility and 
child-oriented behavior over the life course, on the other (Graph 1). “Value of children 
refers to the functions they serve or the needs they fulfill for parents” (Hoffman and 
Hoffman 1973: 20). Obviously, this approach focuses on the value of children for their 
parents. This starting point takes the basic asymmetry of parent-child relations into 
account: parents can choose to have children, but children cannot choose to have parents. 
The initial decision to have children is thus an autonomous decision (independent of the 
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influence of children), whereas ensuing decisions in the relationship become increasingly 
interdependent (based on mutual influence) as the offspring grows older. 

Hoffman and Hoffman (1973: 46f) categorized inductively the empirical findings of 
various sources in order to create an inventory of the various kinds of value children have 
for their parents. They arrive at the following scheme. 

 
1. Adult status and social identity 
2. Expansion of the self, tie to a larger entity, “immortality” 
3. Morality: religion, altruism, good for the group, norms regarding sexuality, 

action on impulse, virtue 
4. Primary group ties, affection 
5. Stimulation, novelty, fun 
6. Achievement, competence, creativity 
7. Power, influence, effectiveness 
8. Social comparison, competition 
9. Economic utility 
 
The nine categories of the value of children are an integral part of a model that also 

takes several other influential factors into account: alternatives to the value of children, 
costs of children, barriers, and resources. The central assumption is that the value of 
children varies from society to society and has far-reaching consequences for generative 
decisions and the prevalence of parent-child relationship types. Hoffman and Hoffman’s 
(1973) initial model already took into account the possible existence of alternative 
sources of value for (potential) parents, either individual or institutional. For example, 
public social-security systems may replace children’s economic value. Costs emerge for 
parents directly as financial and time costs; indirect costs emerge as opportunity costs 
when abstaining from other goods and activities for the sake of one’s children. Barriers 
are defined as factors that make it more difficult to attain the desired value of children, 
and these include for example family poverty, inadequate housing, or maternal illness. 
The model also comprises incentives as factors that encourage parents to pursue and 
obtain the desired value of children: wealth, good housing, family support, and generally 
positive attitudes towards children in the social context. 

In the 1970s, an empirical analysis of generative behavior in different cultures was 
undertaken on the basis of the VOC approach. This extensive, cross-national comparative 
study examined the relationship between culture, socio-ecological context, value of 
children for parents, and generative behavior (Arnold et al. 1975). The research program 
included countries of the Far East, but also included Turkey, the United States (Hawaii), 
and Germany. For each country, systematic variance in opportunity structures (urban and 
rural) and family resources (social class) was introduced. The surveys for the VOC 
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studies were conducted in two phases as pilot and main studies under the supervision of 
the East-West Population Institute in Honolulu, Hawaii. However, only the monographs 
for Indonesia (Darroch, Meyer, and Singarimbun 1981) and Turkey (Kagitcibasi 1982a) 
resulted directly from the main study. The German study used a research design that was 
only loosely related to that of the main study (Urdze and Rerrich 1981), and the national 
studies from Taiwan (Wu 1977), Japan (Iritani 1977), the Republic of Korea (Lee 1975), 
the Philippines (Bulatao 1975), Thailand (Buripakdi 1977), Singapore, and the USA 
(Arnold and Fawcett 1975) never went beyond the pilot phase. 

The theoretical merit of the original VOC approach is that it fulfills the demand for 
an interdisciplinary, integrative, explanatory concept that combines essential components 
from different scientific disciplines (Fawcett 1988; Lesthaeghe and Surkyn 1988; 
Thomson 2001) and, surprisingly, that it anticipated essential elements of multi-level 
explanatory models in modern social science (Coleman 1990). In particular, it provides 
all the necessary elements for a methodologically complete action-based theoretical 
model of generative behavior. The strength of this approach is thus not only its 
integrative potential but also its combination of individual-actor-based components with 
structural perspectives on fertility behavior. The approach is thus able to explain 
intergenerational relationships and fertility behavior in modern, differentiated, affluent 
societies as well as in segmented, impoverished societies. Thus, its scope of application is 
very wide, and its power of explanation unusually far-reaching. 

Despite its merits, the original VOC approach left some theoretical issues 
unresolved. For example, the inventories of potential costs and benefits of children show 
all the signs of empirical inductivism: they emerged inductively from existing empirical 
research rather than being deductively derived from theory (Friedman, Hechter, and 
Kanazawa 1994). The value of children therefore remains exogenous and unexplained. 
Its theoretical status is unclear and it is wholly uncertain whether this list is a complete 
value system (in the sense of theoretical model building) or whether it may be expanded 
upon in the future. Attempts to validate the indicators have been successful, albeit only 
selectively and only in intra-cultural studies. The distinction between 
economic-utilitarian and psychological-emotional VOC dimensions, in particular, has 
proven to be theoretically significant (Kagitcibasi 1982b). Economic-utilitarian VOC 
refers to contributions to the family economy from child labor, household help, and 
additional income. It also refers to insurance against life risks in old age. 
Psychological-emotional VOC refers to the strengthening of emotional group ties and to 
the expressive stimulation through interaction with children. Indeed, most subsequent 
empirical analyses based on this approach develop their theoretical discussion on the 
distinction between these two dimensions and their close relationship to high-fertility vs. 
low-fertility strategies of reproductive behavior. Subsequently, this distinction breaks the 
path for the development of a comprehensive “model of family change” by Kagitcibasi 
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(2007), which had been developed originally for interpreting the Turkish VOC findings 
(1985). 

The empirical merit of the original VOC studies is that they provided the (action-) 
theoretical “missing link” that helps explain how and why fertility rates are influenced by 
poverty and affluence on the societal level (Nauck 2005). These studies demonstrated 
forcibly that high numbers of children are neither the result of “blind” clinging to 
primordial cultural traditions, nor the result of ignorance regarding effective methods of 
birth control. Rather, the empirical findings impressively clarified that (potential) parents 
who have or want many offspring must be in fact pursuing their own “rational” interest 
within the limits of their individual opportunities and resources. Accordingly, concern 
about not having enough descendants or about early child mortality is possibly much 
more widespread than the wish to prevent unwanted pregnancies or additional births 
(Darroch, Meyer, and Singarimbun 1981). It is thus obvious that one’s own children are 
very efficient, non-substitutable intermediate goods for (potential) parents’ welfare 
production under such societal conditions. It is also evident that in differentiated welfare 
societies, one’s own children are not efficient intermediate goods for welfare production 
as far as the increase or the maintenance of the parent’s physical wellbeing is concerned. 
Children contribute to the parental household neither through work nor through income 
in any substantial way. But the efficiency of intergenerational relationships for 
optimizing emotional benefits, which is also an integral part of parent’s welfare 
production, is extraordinarily high in these societies, especially if the professional lives 
of (potential) parents are characterized by highly specialized and formalized tasks. Thus, 
it does not surprise that children’s emotional utility dominates the frame of generational 
behavior and of intergenerational relationships under such societal conditions.  

The original VOC studies had several empirical shortcomings. There was no 
validation, especially across cultures, of central constructs, and empirical measurements 
left much room for improvement. Empirical findings remained on the level of 
culture-specific monographs based on descriptive statistics and cross-tabulations. They 
drew an informative and illustrative picture of variance in VOC in the societies studied, 
but an attempt to test the underlying hypotheses regarding mediating effects of VOC 
linking societal conditions and individual resources with fertility outcomes was never 
undertaken, neither for single cases nor for more challenging multiple cases.  

Moreover, the analytical potential of the VOC approach was not fully exploited. The 
approach does not only encompass fertility behavior; it also has far-reaching implications 
for intergenerational relationships in general and thus sheds light on parent-child 
relationships in all stages of the life cycle. Only occasionally have studies of educational 
attitudes, aims, and practices been undertaken on the basis of the original data (Hoffman 
1987; Kagitcibasi 2007: 130) or in ways related to the original approach (Nauck 1989). 
Theoretical reasoning and empirical research on intergenerational relationships in later 
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life stages was never tackled; these might have also included a reversed perspective, i.e. 
cross-cultural variation in the “value of parents” and its consequences for the character of 
intergenerational relationships throughout the life course, and for related investments and 
acquired obligations. 

 
 

2. The revision 

One of the main effects of the VOC studies in the 1970s was the diffusion of the 
empirical indicators they used to mainstream demographic research, especially to studies 
of “developing” countries such as the Demographic and Health Surveys. This was driven 
mainly by the open structure of the value inventory, which was interpreted as an 
invitation to deliberately delete, change, or add empirical indicators. As a result, 
idiosyncratic and mostly non-comparable empirical findings were generated and 
interpreted within the framework of the descriptive model of the first demographic 
transition (Notestein 1945). 

In the 1980s and 1990s, sporadic attempts were made to revise and revitalize the 
VOC approach. Among the most significant was Zelizer’s (1994) generic use of the VOC 
concept to explain societal change in the demand for stepchildren of specific ages and the 
change in the insurance sum supplied and the compensation granted in case of the death 
of children of specific ages in the 19th and 20th centuries in the United States. Both are 
closely related to a switch from economic-utilitarian to psychological-emotional VOC of 
children during the same historical time period. Another significant attempt at 
revitalization was made by Friedman, Hechter, and Kanazawa (1994) in their argument 
that VOC can be used as a one-dimensional concept, claiming that the ultimate reason for 
the decision to have children is reduction of future uncertainty. Their claim is based on 
the highly self-binding nature of parenthood and its long shadow over future choices. 
Although a one-dimensional concept of VOC has several methodological advantages and 
allows for elegant theoretical modeling, the status of this general proposition is rather 
unclear. If one follows the arguments of the authors that uncertainty reduction is the 
ultimate reason for any action taken (Friedman, Hechter, and Kanazawa 1994: 381), then 
the proposition is true in the sense that any choice taken reduces the number of possible 
choices and thus may be considered to reduce uncertainty, but then the proposition 
becomes empirically almost empty. If the reduction of uncertainty through parenthood 
has a specific meaning, however, then it may have some strength in partially explaining 
the transition to first-time (!) parenthood, but it does not provide any deductive argument 
for differences in fertility outcomes or for selective choices such as for male offspring. 
Nor does the uncertainty-reduction argument deliver reasoning to explain changes in the 
demand for specific characteristics of the parent-child relationship, i.e. for the specific 
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supply of children for their parents, which may then explain differences in the timing of 
parenthood, in the total number of children, in the number of children of a specific sex, 
and in parental investments. Moreover, one may argue that this specific proposition is 
invalid altogether, because parenthood may voluntarily increase uncertainty in some 
respects. This increase in uncertainty can, in fact, be explained by a revision of the VOC 
approach, as discussed below. 

A major revision of the VOC approach was made in connection with a research 
program launched in the first decade of the 21st century. This research, again organized 
by an interdisciplinary team of psychologists and sociologists (Trommsdorff and Nauck 
2005; 2010; Trommsdorff, Kim, and Nauck 2005) aimed at a partial replication of the 
original VOC studies about one generation later, but was intended to go beyond the 
original studies in three important aspects. It was designed to: 

 
• revise the VOC approach using recent theoretical advances; 
• broaden the scope of empirically studied subjects so as to exploit the potential 

of the VOC approach in a more comprehensive manner; 
• test the theoretical assumptions explicitly with appropriate, more advanced 

techniques of data analysis, especially with regard to cross-cultural 
comparisons. 

 
 

The revision aimed at developing explanations for changes and differences in 
fertility rates and prevalence of types of intergenerational relations, i.e. for explananda on 
the macro-level, for a better understanding of the systematic relationships between 
categories of actors and the likelihood of behavioral outcomes (see Figure 2). The 
prediction of individual action was not intended. Accordingly, behavioral “rationality” -- 
assumptions in the following refer to the matching of incentive structures and behavioral 
choices; they do not necessarily represent individual (individually calculated) optimizing 
strategies.  

A promising path for the reconceptualization of the VOC approach is its integration 
within the general theory of social production functions, which would allow VOC to be 
deduced from a general social theory. Without specifying the potential benefits of having 
children, any explanation of fertility is incomplete: “To produce useful empirical results, 
action theorists must be able to specify ex ante the values of the expected outcomes of a 
set of feasible courses of action.” (Hechter, Kim, and Baer 2005: 91, emphases in the 
original).  

To overcome its theoretical deficiencies, the implicit decision-making model of the 
VOC approach has been revised and reconceptualized as a special case of the general 
theory of social production functions (Nauck 2001; 2005; 2007b), assuming that fertility 
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and intergenerational relationships are part of human welfare production. “The theory of 
social production functions states that human beings strive for two major goods: physical 
wellbeing and social approval. Thus these two goods are the major goals for human 
beings” (Lindenberg 1996: 169). The basic theoretical idea is that these major goods 
cannot be produced directly, but are produced by instrumental factors. “The top is formed 
by a function in which utility (U) is produced by physical wellbeing (PW) and social 
approval (SW), thus the utility function is U = f (PW, SW) (Lindenberg 1996: 174). 
Physical wellbeing is produced by two means: stimulation and comfort, which are 
“suggested as the two first order instrumental goods for the production of physical 
wellbeing” (Lindenberg 1996: 173), and which are neither substitutive nor 
complementary to each other. “Social approval is produced by three means: status (S), 
behavioral confirmation (BC) and affection (A). Thus, the production function for social 
approval is SW = f (S, BC, A). Each of these factors can, in turn, be an instrumental goal 
produced by other factors ... The lower we go in the hierarchy, the more context-specific 
the production function will become” (Lindenberg 1996: 175). 

In the text below, the term “social esteem” is used instead of “behavioral 
confirmation” because it better represents the instrumentality of a production factor 
without changing the theoretical argument. The equal status of the two basic goals in the 
theory of social production functions distinguishes it both from most economic theories, 
which emphasize physical wellbeing alone, and from Maslow’s need hierarchy (1954), 
which plays an important role in the explanation of the second demographic transition 
(Lesthaeghe 2010). The equal status is justified by arguments from social anthropology 
on the specifics of the conditio humana (Esser 1993: 149ff): the unique combination of 
high plasticity and adaptability with the necessity of coorientation and cooperation. 
Lindenberg specifies that below these first-order means of production lie further layers. 
Second-order means of production consist of activities and endowments, third-order 
means of production are those necessary for executing activities and obtaining 
endowments, and fourth-order means of production are those that can be mobilized when 
changes in production capacity require a substitution. This hierarchy of production 
factors has the advantage that it allows for the analysis of substitution processes, if and 
when contextual conditions or the position in the life course change. 

The theory of social production functions is based on two basic assumptions. The 
greater the expected social approval for any particular action alternative, or the higher 
the expected increase in physical well-being associated with the action alternative, the 
more likely this alternative will be chosen. As the actor cannot satisfy both basic needs 
directly, the various production factors have to be evaluated for their context-specific 
efficiency. The second assumption is that the efficiency of a production factor in 
satisfying basic needs within a specific context increases its likelihood of being chosen. 
The more persistent the efficiency of a production factor in context is, the higher is the 
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probability of its intergenerational transmission and of its institutionalization as a 
routine cultural solution. 

The explanatory program for VOC is then to develop a special theory of how and 
under which conditions children become intermediate goods for their (potential) parents’ 
welfare production through the optimization of parental physical wellbeing and social 
approval and to specify the position of children within the means of production. 
Accordingly, the general model of social explanation (Coleman 1990: 11) can be 
transformed into the special case of the explanation of fertility (Suckow 2008: 109), as 
displayed in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Basic model of the special action theory 

 
 
Fertility decisions and the shaping of lifelong parent-child relations are analyzed 

and explained as an aspect of maximizing subjective utility under specific, perceived 
conditions. The respective situation of action and socio-cultural “frames” determine the 
action alternatives available for achieving the actor’s goals (Esser 2001:259ff.). They 
also determine whether and to what extent parenthood is an efficient strategy within these 
alternatives, and whether children are important intermediate goods such that it is 
worthwhile bearing them, bringing them up, nurturing them, and investing in them in 
every other possible way. Accordingly, “cultural” factors enter into this model through 
the available socially transmitted options (frames), routinized behavior for the 
optimization in the social production function (habits), and institutional settings. 
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Significant short-term, intermediate, and long-term contributions of children to the 
social production function, including intergenerational relationships over the entire life 
span, can be distinguished: 

 
• Children help to improve their parents’ comfort if they actively contribute to 

household production and thus function as productive and not just as 
consumption goods. This can be achieved through their own contributions to 
welfare production within the parental household as well as by contributing 
their own income earned on the labor market. It can also be related to the 
intermediate effect of early assistance in the family household as well as to the 
long-term effect of contributions to insurance against life risks for the parents. 
Therefore, children’s general utility for optimizing parents’ comfort lies in their 
potential for income/work utility and insurance utility. Children also provide 
physical and psychological stimulation. This is especially salient in early 
parent-child interaction, when babies and toddlers need continuous nutrition, 
care, and observation. Stimulation is thus an immediate result of parenthood. 
Therefore, children’s general utility for optimizing stimulation of their parents 
lies in their potential to create immediate, typically not substitutable challenges 
and responsibilities. While stimulation and affection may be analytically 
differentiated, and while in other life domains stimulation may occur 
empirically without affection, attachment theory provides sufficient theoretical 
arguments that stimulation and affection are linked in parent-child relationships 
(van Ijzendoorn and Sagi 1999). In the case of children in the social production 
function, one can reasonably expect stimulation and affection to be linked, too. 
It is obvious that if stimulation through children is highly valued, this does not 
decrease, but purposively increases uncertainty for potential parents: The 
stimulation utility of parenthood, which because of its short-term expectation 
horizon is particularly important for generative decisions, makes it obvious that 
parenthood is one of the “last adventures” of modern societies. Parenthood 
decisions have an extraordinarily long shadow for the rest of the life course, and 
the outcomes are highly uncertain. 
 

• Children can both directly and indirectly optimize their parents’ social 
approval. They contribute indirectly to the social approval of their parents when 
creating (additional) relationships with others or when intensifying existing 
relationships and improving their quality. Moreover, children themselves can 
be a status symbol and, in a specific social context, serve as a positional good 
that may ”produce” social recognition in a very direct way. Typically, this 
utility of children emerges over the short term. Finally, children improve social 
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approval directly. Parenthood creates a “native,” close, intimate, emotional, 
life-long, bonded, and committed social relationship that contributes very 
directly to self-validation and personal identity formation, and gives meaning 
and relevance to personality. Intergenerational relationships are based on and 
largely characterized by dialogical interactions (Huinink 1995). As social 
approval from significant others becomes more and more specific in 
functionally differentiated societies, “authentic” intergenerational relationships 
with their “unlimited time” perspective may increase in importance. Typical for 
this utility of children is its long-term perspective, although a number of its 
aspects emerge early on. Therefore, children’s general utility for optimizing 
parents’ social approval is their potential for status attainment and for 
dialogical-emotional utility in the quality of the parent-child relationship itself. 
This aspect allows one to connect the VOC-approach to models of 
intergenerational solidarity (Bengtson and Roberts 1991; Bengtson 2001) and 
to extend it beyond the study of fertility, as it takes the “long shadow” of 
anticipated future events into account (Klaus and Suckow 2005). 

 

Table 1:  Children in the social production of welfare 

 Physical wellbeing Social approval 

Short-term stimulation/affection status-attainment 
Intermediate work utility social esteem 
Long-term insurance utility dialogical interaction 

 
Conceptualizing children’s utility as an intermediate good in the social production 

function integrates the VOC approach into a general social theory and provides a 
foundation in social anthropology (Esser 1993: 143ff.). This foundation was lacking in 
the original approach and is necessary especially for cross-cultural explanations of 
variable substitutes in the pursuit of major goals.  

These considerations, derived from the theory of social production functions and 
empirical arguments developed in the early VOC studies (Kagitcibasi 1982a), also 
resemble the early basic conceptualizations of economic theories of fertility (Leibenstein 
1957; 1974). Interestingly, the original VOC-approach never took notice of Leibenstein 
or other economic theories of fertility. The similarities are to some extent due to the fact 
that both economic theories and the VOC approach rely on an implicit model of rational 
choice in fertility decision making, in which subjectively expected costs of children are 
weighed against potential benefits. In fact, the economic theory of fertility (Becker 1960) 
and the VOC approach are each incomplete in themselves, but complement each other 
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well. Whereas fertility models derived from economic theory are exclusively driven by 
price theory (Lesthaghe and Surkyn 1988; Robinson 1997; Braun 2000), inasmuch as 
they refer only to the individually variable, generally increasing costs of children in 
affluent societies, models derived from the VOC approach also emphasize the supply side 
of children, as they refer to the variable benefits of having children in specific social 
contexts. In fact, this aspect only becomes clear in the context of the theory of social 
production functions, not in the original formulation of the VOC-approach. In the 
original, demand for and supply of children are not clearly separated, and in most cases, 
VOC is solely interpreted as freely chosen motivations for having children, and hence as 
demand. However, it is emphasized within the theory of social production functions that 
children are production factors within specific societal contexts, and thus supply goods 
which are instrumental for the major goals of human beings.  

Within this framework, bridging hypotheses are easily generated for the effects of 
institutional differences at the societal level and of individual opportunity structures and 
resources (Nauck 2001; 2005; Nauck and Klaus 2007). They will demonstrate the 
theoretical potential of the VOC approach when embedded in the framework of the 
theory of social production functions, and when used for explaining context-dependent 
generative behavior in cross-cultural comparison. Examples of such bridging hypotheses 
are discussed below, but because of space limitations these examples are selective and 
more illustrative than systematic. 

Since the approach emerged, the most obvious connection exists between VOC and 
the number of children. If the special case of polygamy is disregarded, family size is 
influenced only by generative behavior. Whether generative behavior is primarily 
optimized for work and insurance utility or for emotional and social utility matters. One 
should expect differences in the number of children with which these utilities can be 
achieved efficiently (Kagitcibasi 1982a; Nauck 1989; 1997).  

 
• If the work utility of children is high, then it is an efficient strategy to be “rich in 

children,” as each additional child will linearly increase work utility – 
especially in social contexts where the recruitment of workers is limited to 
kinship members. Each child is an additional source of family income because 
of his or her (early) work contribution or because each (additional) child 
distributes the existing workload onto more shoulders. The strategy is restricted 
by the initial investment costs in children and the available opportunity 
structures for (early) unqualified labor, largely varying between 
socio-ecological contexts. As the unit costs of children decrease with their 
number, the ratio becomes increasingly favorable with increasing dependents. 
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• If the insurance utility of children is high, then having many children is also an 
efficient strategy, as it distributes the burden of supplying the insurance utility 
for the parents onto more shoulders, and thus reduces each child’s duty. 
Accordingly, if the institutional regime of support for the aged is not based on 
an indirect “cohort” contract but on a direct “generation” contract, the interest 
of (potential) parents in having many descendants will increase because having 
many descendants makes old age support more certain. It will also increase the 
interest of descendants in having many siblings, as it reduces each child’s 
individual burden. 
 

• If the utility of children for social approval or the creation of additional social 
relationships is high, having as many children as possible is not an efficient 
strategy, because the number of additional social relationships will not increase 
linearly with the number of children. Moreover, the number of additional 
relationships will reach its saturation point quite early. Accordingly, the 
cost-benefit ratio is favorable for few children, but unfavorable for 
childlessness and high parity. It may also be assumed that the stabilization of 
existing social relationships (especially with the spouse and with the families of 
origin) will not increase linear-additively, so no additional efficiency gains can 
be expected in this respect either. No definite solution exists for increasing the 
social status utility of children, as social status attainment depends directly on 
social norms in specific contexts. Accordingly, conforming behavior can 
consist of childlessness, single parenthood, or multiple parenthood; depending 
on the context. It can be assumed, however, that such norms are strongly related 
to opportunity structures. It is then probable that social esteem may be increased 
by having many descendants in those contexts where having many children is 
an efficient strategy for the increase of physical well-being, too. In the same 
way, social esteem may be increased through childlessness in those social 
contexts where childless individuals are at an advantage in the competition for 
scarce, highly valued goods. Consequently, such norms are primarily an 
expression of the tradition of efficient, routine solutions in the respective social 
context in the past, and following them is efficient as long as no salient changes 
in the opportunity structure occur. 
 

• If the utility of children for dialogical interaction and the emotional utility of 
having children are high, then it is also inefficient to have many children, as 
emotional benefits cannot be accumulated in the same way as work or insurance 
utility. One or two children can provide as much psychological satisfaction as 
four or more children. At the same time, the absolute (economic and probably 
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even psychological) costs increase, so that the ratio is favorable for few 
descendants but unfavorable for childlessness and high parity. In this respect, a 
self-enforcing process of fertility reduction may be caused by the fact that 
children compete in the emotional relationship with their parents. As a result, 
their interest in (additional) siblings lessens to the extent that new siblings 
resemble older siblings in characteristics such as age and sex. As the 
competitive situation will have an effect on the emotional quality of the 
parent-child relationship, incentives decrease for the parents to optimize 
emotional benefits by having additional children. 

 
The extended VOC approach is not limited to the explanation of the number of 

children. In fact, a variety of testable hypotheses can be derived, which may be integrated 
in future empirical research programs. For example, it is also useful in explaining gender 
differences in fertility intentions (Diefenbach 2005) and in explaining sex preferences. 
Strong gender differences and a preference for sons are combined in patrilineal societies 
with a status-differentiated, sex-specific division of labor, creating differences in the 
work utility of male and female descendants. Male descendants cannot easily be assigned 
to do “female” work; i.e., lower-status members are more “flexible” and can be used for a 
variety of tasks. Accordingly, a one-sided concentration on male descendants would in 
no way be an optimal strategy. Instead, strong incentives exist to immediately replace 
female descendants when they marry and leave the household, for example by bringing in 
new daughters-in-law. This, in turn, contributes to an early, standardized marriage 
process in patrilineal societies. Parents in patrilineal societies, who (may have no choice 
but to) optimize the labor utility of children, are thus always interested in the marriage of 
their sons, as this inserts another welcomed worker into the family economy. The 
marriage of a daughter, however, is not welcomed at all – and may be blocked – if she is 
the only child or the last in a line of female descendants. Sex preferences are even more 
pronounced in the case of the income utility of children. The income utility of male 
descendants is not only more “certain,” and lasts longer, but it is also normally higher 
because of the combination of human capital investments and time spent on the labor 
market. All this will increase the male-sex preference in patrilineal societies when 
shifting from subsistence economies to functionally differentiated market economies.  

No special incentives for a gender-specific differentiation of the work and income 
utility of children, or for a gender-specific differentiation of control interests of parents, 
are to be expected for societies with an affinal regime. But as the loyalty of children is 
predominantly based on intergenerational emotional bonds, the work utility of female 
descendants may be more “certain,” and – because of the sex-specific inequality in the 
survival probability – the control interests of mothers may be more pronounced than 
those of fathers. Different gender-specific lengths of stay in the community of descent 
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result in gender-specific optimization strategies for the insurance utility of children. In 
patrilineal societies, male descendants belong to the community of descent for their entire 
life. At the same time, descendants of the opposite sex will not in the long run contribute 
to the parents’ insurance against life’s risks because they typically leave the community 
of descent with their marriage. They thus potentially increase work and income utilities 
only until their marriage into another lineage. The insurance utility provides no incentive 
to invest in their human capital. This differing investment, in turn, contributes to the 
adjustment of gender-specific status differentiation. If the insurance utility is high in 
patrilineal societies, this will lead to a strong preference for male descendants. As the 
marriage process of female descendants in patrilineal societies starts relatively early and 
comes to an end early, this favors marked age differences between spouses. Given higher 
female life expectancy, wives have a much higher survival probability. Accordingly, the 
interest in the insurance utility of (male) descendants is more probable in (patrilineal) 
societies with a descent regime as compared to affinal societies. 

In general, girls and boys are – for both parents – a source of emotional satisfaction 
to the same extent, but societies with affinal and descent regimes differ in their 
opportunity structures for dialogical interaction. The stronger the sex segregation is in a 
society, the less emotional satisfaction can be derived from children of both sexes. In 
societies with a descent regime, the preferences of parents are directed towards the 
descendants of the same sex because of gender-related status differentiation and sex 
segregation. Accordingly, fathers will prefer sons and mothers will prefer daughters as a 
source of emotional satisfaction. The “certainty” of this utility is, however, 
gender-differentiated. While the father’s relationship with their son will likely last a 
lifetime, the change of a daughter to another lineage is an important factor of uncertainty. 
In societies with an affinal regime with its bi-linear organization of descent, strong 
incentives for parents exist for a “complete” reproduction. On the base of these utility 
expectations, the “ideal” family will be comprised of a “complete” role set of mother, 
father, daughter, and son. It is, however, possible that this is combined with a slight 
preference for daughters, as these maintain family relationships and thus provide in the 
long run more certain dialogical benefits. 

Perhaps less obvious is the link between VOC and the institutionalized exclusivity of 
the family group. The extent to which the family in a society is institutionalized as an 
exclusive, self-regulated group, specialized on affective relationships, with distinct 
borders in regard to membership, has consequences for the efficiency of children as 
intermediate goods in the social production function (Nauck 2005: 196). The more 
specialized the family in any given society is, the more exclusive is the family and the 
higher are the restrictions on parents for optimizing their income, insurance, and 
status-attainment utilities with children. However, emotional utility is not affected by this 
specialization and correspondingly becomes more “salient.” The less exclusive the 
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family group is in the respective society, the more internal and external resources of the 
family are pooled and used reciprocally. This creates incentives in the employment sector 
to rely preferably on members of the kinship system; the work utility of children is 
increased. As kinship-based and occupational control rights coincide, this increases the 
efficiency of employment, as long as work effectiveness is primarily increased by 
loyalty, and not by specialized knowledge and skills. Low exclusivity of the family group 
accordingly creates good conditions for the effective use of child labor (and nepotism, 
patronage, and clientelism).  

The higher the exclusivity of the family group in a society, the greater the extent to 
which social esteem is optimized mainly through primary relationships themselves and 
not through the appraisal of high-status members of the community (of descent). As a 
result, no incentives exist for parents to increase their social recognition through the 
“public” visibility of children. The lower the exclusivity of the family group, the more the 
parents’ social recognition is increased through investments in children, i.e., the 
occupational or marriage mobility of their children directly increases the parents’ social 
esteem. The higher the exclusivity of the family group in a society, the greater the 
specialization on the dialogical interaction with children and the greater the 
personalization of the relationship between parents and children. Accordingly, this utility 
increases in importance with the strength of the structural differences between the family 
group and the parents’ other fields of action. When these structural differences are small, 
children compete with other personalized relationships, which lowers their specific 
utility and increases the opportunity costs of parenthood. Therefore, it is to be expected 
that the incentive for parenthood is smaller for “social” professions with complex 
interpersonal relationships than for professions with specific, formalized tasks. The 
fewer alternatives there are to parenthood for securing strong, personal relationships, the 
stronger are the incentives to draw emotional utility from parenthood. Lindenberg (1991: 
47) has pointed out an additional substitution effect with regard to the affection benefits 
of parenthood, namely the increasing social homogamy within partnership with regard to 
(higher) education, which increases the likelihood of closer contact: “the affective 
relationship between husband and wife, if it develops, will reduce the importance of 
children for the production of affect,” and the more likely it becomes “that they will have 
fewer children”. 

These examples demonstrate the considerable potential of the extended VOC 
approach for theoretical integration and for relating the explanation of fertility to other 
phenomena (Nauck 2007a), such as variation in parental investments in offspring, 
educational goals and socialization practices, individual strategies of work-life balance, 
the emergence of inelastic marriage markets, the institutionalization of transactions 
between kinship systems (such as bridewealth and dowry, or homogamy and 
hypergamy), or the transactions between generations in later life (including inheritance 
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systems). It also provides arguments for explaining the timing and spacing of births in the 
life course of potential parents. 

 
 

3. Empirical evidence, new developments, and desiderata 

Empirical evidence for the validity and fruitfulness of the explanatory approach can be 
drawn from a variety of studies, including those of the original VOC project, but not yet 
in a comprehensive way. A first source of empirical evidence are studies that use 
empirical indicators in the tradition of the original VOC studies in fertility surveys – 
especially for the explanation of the demographic transition in developing countries. 
Although such studies exist in abundance, they have in common that they use various 
VOC indicators primarily for descriptive purposes in showing attitude differences 
between societies, or social categories within societies, for which thereafter highly 
aggregated measurements of fertility outcomes are provided. Such attempts fail to test 
theoretical assumptions related to the extended VOC approach, which places utility 
expectations at the individual level as a “missing link” between social context and 
fertility behavior. 

One comprehensive project has been undertaken with the goal of testing rigorously 
the assumptions of the revised VOC approach. In a multi-country research program, data 
were collected from “young” mothers whose oldest child was no older than 3 years, and 
who faced the decision of whether to have another child or not. Data were also collected 
from “older” mothers with teenagers, from these teenagers, and from the maternal 
grandmothers of these teenagers. Data collection took place in South Korea, Mainland 
China and Taiwan, North and South India, Indonesia, Israel, Palestine, Turkey, South 
Africa, Ghana, Nigeria, Russia, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic, Germany, 
France, the United States, and Jamaica. The research program resulted in a series of 
publications that focused on testing VOC assumptions at two levels. 

A first series of empirical analyses tested the relationship between VOC and 
intra-societal variations in fertility behavior in various countries, allowing variance in 
welfare levels and the level of institutionalization of kinship and family systems. 
Publications in this vein included Turkey (Klaus 2008; 2010; Kagitcibasi and Ataca 
2005), Israel and Palestine (Suckow 2005; 2007; 2008), Indonesia (Rudolf 2010), 
Germany (Klaus, Nauck, and Klein 2005), the Czech Republic (Mares and Mozny 2005), 
South Korea (Kim and Park 2005), and China (Zheng, Shi, and Tang 2005). 

A second series of analyses was dedicated to cross-societal comparisons of VOC 
and fertility, allowing variance in: individual resources, contextual opportunities, 
adolescents’ fertility intentions (Mayer 2009; Mayer and Trommsdorff 2010), fertility 
strategies between generations (Nauck 2006; 2010a), and fertility outcomes (Nauck 
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2007b; 2014a; Nauck and Klaus 2007; Klaus, Suckow, and Nauck 2007; Klaus, Suckow, 
and Soloveva 2009). 

A third series of analyses aimed at integrating VOC-related theoretical assumptions 
to domains other than fertility, such as parenting (Mayer et al. 2005; Schwarz, 
Schäfermeister, and Trommsdorff 2005; Albert, Trommsdorff, and Mishra 2007), 
intergenerational relationships (Kagitcibasi, Ataca, and Diri 2010; Nauck 2009; 2014b; 
Nauck and Arránz Becker 2013; Schwarz 2010; Schwarz et al. 2005; 2006; 2009; 2010; 
Steinbach 2008; Trommsdorff and Mayer 2012), and inheritance patterns (Nauck 
2010b). The results of these analyses showed that the respective VOC are not only 
predictive for fertility intentions and outcomes, but also for intergenerational 
relationships in various stages of the life course. 

In terms of the relationship between socio-cultural conditions, VOC, fertility 
strategies, and fertility outcomes, the general trend of the empirical results forcibly points 
in the theoretically expected direction, showing clear connections between the respective 
context opportunities and individual alternatives to welfare production on the one hand, 
and VOC on the other hand. VOC and fertility are also clearly connected, even when 
societal factors are controlled for in multi-level models (Nauck 2007b; 2014a). However, 
effect sizes remained in many cases lower than expected, which suggests that the 
theoretical framework is satisfactory but that measurement instruments need to be 
improved. Nonetheless, cross-cultural equivalence has been demonstrated, and reliability 
indicators show very satisfactory results across societies and generations (Nauck and 
Klaus 2007; Nauck 2014b). 

The empirical results also revealed another unexpected finding: “country” effects on 
fertility do not disappear even when controlling for context opportunities, individual 
resources, and VOC (Nauck 2007b; 2014a). This contradicts both the economic theory of 
fertility and the revised VOC approach. Both approaches share a “rational” decision- 
making model, which in the case of the VOC approach is based on the assumption of 
individual welfare production. If one or both approaches fit well with empirical reality, 
then fertility decisions should be directly related to an individual’s cost-benefit structure 
as defined by resources, opportunities, and alternatives. Consequently, if opportunities 
and individual alternatives are controlled for, no differences in fertility should occur, i.e. 
“cultural” differences between the respective societies in cross-cultural comparison 
should vanish and “path dependencies” of culture-specific traditions should not exist. 

Future theoretical improvements of the VOC approach should thus account for a 
specification of the conditions under which the rational decision making model applies, 
i.e. what is needed is a precise rule for explaining and predicting when an actor chooses to 
base his or her action on rational choices instead of culture-specific tradition (Esser 
2004). In a first attempt, this problem was resolved through the application of 
complementary framing theory (Esser 2001: 268ff.; Kroneberg 2011: 119ff.), which 
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argues that rational-choice decision making is a mode (“reflective-calculating” = 
rc-mode) that occurs only under specific conditions, whereas the alternate mode of 
“conventional” or “spontaneous” decisions (“automatic-spontaneous” = as-mode) is 
prevalent when decisions are so strictly framed culturally that further individual 
reasoning seems superficial and “un-economic” (Kroneberg 2005: 347). Accordingly, 
the theoretical revision of the VOC approach needed to specify the social conditions 
under which “rational” cost-benefit calculations regarding children become prevalent. 
This should be the case, in new situations, when the expected costs of action alternatives 
are perceived as high and, consequently, the risk of wrong decisions increases. Such 
reasoning must also take the specific conditions of fertility decisions into account (Nauck 
2007b; 2014a).  

On the one hand, on the individual level, the decision for parenthood implies a rather 
rare “high-gain-high-cost-high-risk” decision in the life course. On the other hand, on the 
societal level, decisions for parenthood are still rather widespread and common, which 
makes them prone to institutional regulations. The high gains of parenthood are to be 
seen in the multi-functionality (“diffuseness”) of intergenerational relationships. The 
high costs, however, are related to the increasingly high investments into the offspring 
coupled with an extreme uncertainty about the returns, because most of the outcomes – 
except for stimulation and affection – are secured rather late. Both aspects make it most 
likely that fertility behavior is typically strongly culturally framed and may additionally 
be regulated by social norms. In this case, individual decisions are most often 
conventional and not calculated in terms of individual costs and benefits – the 
“spontaneous” mode in the framing model. Accordingly, variations across societies 
should be more extensive than variations within, and changes across generations should 
be slow and relatively “inelastic” (i.e., not immediately responsive to contextual 
changes). The “rational” mode becomes prevalent only under specific conditions, such as 
times of rapid social change, extensive intergenerational mobility both spatially and 
social-structurally, or in the context of heterogeneous social networks (Bühler 2004; 
Nauck 2007b: 628). 

Future directions of improvements in theoretical reasoning of the extended 
VOC-approach should consider new developments in modeling parenthood as part of 
goal-related self-regulation processes (Lindenberg 2013). Major advantage of the 
underlying goal-framing theory is that it provides a systematic inclusion of the respective 
time perspective of self-regulation, when introducing a hedonic goal-frame as the most 
basic goal frame with a very short time horizon and oriented towards what affects one’s 
mood. It is distinguished from a gain goal-frame, which is oriented towards the 
maintenance or improvement of one’s resources and has a middle- or long-term time 
horizon, and from a normative goal-frame, which regulates social group membership and 
has a long-term time horizon, both representing the two (former) dimensions of the 
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production of physical and social well-being, as developed in the theory of social 
production functions. The relevance of these new developments in goal-framing theory 
for the extended VOC-approach is two-fold:  
 

• First, it relates goal-related self-regulation processes to evidence based theories 
of social cognition, which have demonstrated that efficiency in the pursuit of 
goals is not limited to a “reflective-calculating”-mode of decision making, but 
is inherent also in highly automatized social-cognitive processes (Bargh et al. 
2001, 2012). Self-regulation is then conceptualized as coordination of the 
overarching goals and the varying salience of secondary production factors in 
specific decision making situations - instead of a simple mode-“switch”. 

 
• Second, it provides a theoretical foundation for the variations in the time 

horizon of having children in the social production of welfare (Graph 3) and 
relates it to evolutionary arguments, according to which the goal-frame with the 
shortest time horizon is the strongest, whereas the normative goal-frame with 
its longest time horizon is the weakest and depends on external support, such as 
institutionalization and moralization, (Lindenberg 2013: 85) - which is 
extremely important for policy implications of VOC.  
 

Differences in the time horizon of the goal-frames may also provide new ideas for 
the explanation of new phenomena, so far not covered by the VOC-approach, as, for 
example, the timing and spacing of births in the life course. Self-regulation of the 
respective goal-frames for the production of welfare operates across all life domains of 
the individual. These life domains provide opportunities for the production of wellbeing, 
which may not always complement, but compete or substitute for each other. Following 
these arguments, early timing of child birth in the life course is most likely, if children are 
not substitutable in the gain-goal frame (in their work utility), or if alternatives in the 
hedonic goal-frame (stimulation and affection) do not exist. As parenthood is the product 
of already-gained stimulation and affection from partnership and marriage in modern 
societies, substitutive effects in the hedonic goal-frame systematically exist for potential 
parents. Parenthood itself becomes a complementary intermediate good within the same 
goal-frame, for which increasing incentives for postponement exist because the benefits 
are related to the long-term horizon of the normative goal-frame (dialogical interaction). 

Future directions for improvement in research should consider that all previous 
studies used one informant only in each family, and were based on cross-sectional data, 
albeit from a variety of countries with substantial cultural and economic differences. 
Thus, the empirical connection between VOC and fertility might appear to be weaker 
than it really is, because in most cases, VOC information was gathered post hoc, either 
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during or after completion of the fertility career. No empirical results are currently 
available regarding the emergence of VOC during the early life course or regarding the 
changes of VOC during the fertility career and in interaction with the offspring during the 
later life course, up to and including old age. Accordingly, no empirical evidence is so far 
available on the stability of utility expectations towards children. This is of crucial 
importance, however, since available studies assume that VOC is stable over the life 
course and thus see observed changes over historical time as related only to cohort 
differences (Thornton, Yang, and Fricke 1994). 

Longitudinal data can provide empirical evidence on the emergence of VOC and its 
development over the life course, including the transition to parenthood. Moreover, 
currently available data are based on interviews with women only; mothers, in most 
cases. But VOC may vary systematically between potential fathers and mothers, based 
both on the institutional regulation of the kinship system and differences in the 
opportunity structures for husbands and wives. 

Since fertility outcomes may be conceptualized as a joint product and a result of the 
couple’s negotiations and decision making, based on individual resources and welfare 
production strategies, coupled information is needed at the very least. Even more useful 
are designs that study couples’ decision making as embedded in a network structure, both 
as a source of information for the efficient pursuit of welfare production and as a source 
of social esteem and social control. 

Finally, the extended VOC approach combines theoretical considerations and 
research efforts to reveal the conditions under which children are a non-substitutable 
intermediate good for parents’ welfare production and under which conditions one’s own 
children may be substituted by other kinds of social relationships or institutional 
regulations. Since stimulation and affection have become the most salient VOC in 
affluent societies, a research program is urgently needed that looks at substitution of 
these two instrumental goals by other activities and social relationships such as leisure 
time activities, informal group memberships, work relations, and partnership. The better 
understanding of competition, complementation, and substitution for parenthood with 
other modes of welfare production – and the extent to which these modes are mutually 
adaptive – is a necessary part of a comprehensive fertility theory.  

In this perspective, the extended VOC-approach is well suited for the explanation of 
differences in fertility and intergenerational relationships, based on individual choices in 
the life course according to the (vastly varying) respective opportunity structures for the 
goal-framed production of physical and social welfare. According to the criterion of 
methodological individualism, it also fulfills the requirements for methodologically 
complete explanations, as it provides the necessary bridging assumptions between 
(macro-social) contexts and individual choices. Much less developed is the modeling of 
aggregated individual choices to macro-social outcomes, such as long-term trends in 
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fertility rates on national levels, the institutionalization of fertility regimes, or social 
change in the division of publicly and privately organized intergenerational solidarity. In 
other words, it is still a long way to go from the attempts of micro-foundation of fertility 
behavior to the explanation of important macro-phenomena, such as the “second 
demographic transition”, with its observation of the world-wide diffusion and spread of 
fertility well below replacement level (Lesthaeghe 2010), or why such diffusion 
processes develop at different pace in neighboring areas (Lesthaeghe and Neels 2002). 
However, as the necessary data for the comprehensive empirical testing of 
methodologically complete explanations of such diffusion processes are typically not 
available, they will have to rely on bridging assumptions, being tested and validated in 
studies, which relate (changes in) social contexts to individual choices. 

At present, it seems that the theoretical arguments related to the VOC approach are 
more advanced than are the empirical methods and data for comprehensive testing. A 
promising outlook may be the German Panel Study on Intimate Relationships and Family 
Dynamics (pairfam) (Huinink et al. 2011; Keller and Nauck 2013), which will, once its 
panel structure is fully established, provide a data set that fulfills all the necessary 
requirements for use in testing the VOC approach: a longitudinal design that generates 
coupled data within a network structure in which parenthood is set against possible 
alternatives for welfare production. 
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